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CUSTOMIZED
DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES

EXCELLENCE IN EVERY CASE ™
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Customized Distribution Services, Inc. (CDS) provides advanced logistics
capabilities, processes, and solutions via a national network of modern
distribution centers managed to precise safety and operational standards.
Every CDS distribution center blends a sophisticated radio-frequency
inventory management system, a skilled workforce, and refined tracking
and management processes to produce extremely high inventory accuracy
rates and client satisfaction levels.

Quality You Can See
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Why do customers count on CDS?
It comes down to transparency — our ability to become a seamless part of
our customers’ supply chains and our clear, no-surprises approach to doing
business. CDS customers benefit from a powerful combination of:

Customization Capabilities.
Our company name — Customized Distribution Services — captures our
commitment to tailoring our services and capabilities to your organization’s
needs. With infrastructure, processes, and technologies designed to be highly
flexible, we can quickly and effectively anticipate and respond to your needs.

Dedicated Personalized Service.
The CDS leadership team is highly engaged in serving our customers,
resulting in a level of focus and attention that uniquely complements the size
and scope of our operations.

Scale and Sophistication.
CDS offers the scale and sophistication of a large, national provider. We
operate 11 best-in-class distribution centers and offer a robust IT infrastructure
and suite of solutions that we use to drive operational results and continuous
improvement.
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People with the depth and knowledge
to understand your business.
Processes to move your business.
Technology that supports your business.
And all of it completely transparent
to you and your customers.

Contract Warehousing
Tailored Support. Seamless Service.
We understand that your business is unique
and so are your supply chain challenges and
requirements. From our people and facilities
to our commitment to IT innovation, CDS has
designed our infrastructure for safety, quality,
and agility. We tailor services to your needs
—and become a seamless and valuable part
of your supply chain. Customized Distribution
Services: It isn’t just who we are. It’s what
we do.

CDS Facilities in Focus
All CDS facilities are built and maintained to
achieve seamless product distribution:
» CDS locations are optimal points-of-origin
for product distribution, with convenient
highway access and proximity to all major
markets.
» Flexible configurations allow you to match
space, storage, climate, and security
specifications to your business requirements.

Transparency

» Specialized equipment protects, identifies,
stores, moves, and retrieves your product.
» A solid infrastructure provides you with
security services, fire protection, alarm
systems, and immaculate maintenance.
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Public Warehousing

IT Innovation

Safety. Quality. Flexibility.

Technology-Fueled Results.

Offering best-in-class distribution centers across
the country—including locations with proximity to
ports—CDS makes public warehousing a national
proposition. We work with a variety of public
warehousing clients—meeting their short-term
distribution needs and positioning them for longterm business value and success.

At CDS, we have built sophisticated IT functionality
that helps us run our business with greater speed,
accuracy, and agility. But we don’t stop there. With
seamless integration between your systems and
ours, we also leverage technology to give you better
visibility into your own distribution data. Better
insights. Better performance. CDS delivers results
that you can see for yourself.

CDS Process in Focus
CDS becomes a transparent part of your supply
chain from start to finish:
» Receiving processes ensure product integrity,
accurate identification, and appropriate storage.
» Tracking processes use bar-coding and scanning
technology for real-time inventory reporting.
» Inventory accuracy is maintained through
continuous bay audit, cycle count, and physical
inventory processes.
» Product transformation is available when
required, including display building, kitting,
heat tunnel processes, and custom labeling.
» Customer orders are monitored and managed
to ship on time, complete and damage free.
» Error-free shipping is assured through real-time
radio-frequency checking, defined loading
procedures, and detailed documentation.

CDS Technology in Focus
CDS brings you a robust IT-driven functionality,
including:
» Advanced product allocation and hold methods
» Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
» Web-based access to inventory information
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Making your vision a reality.
With state-of-the-art warehousing facilities across the country,
CDS is able to meet the needs of small and large customers alike.
But what if your business requires a new facility or leased space?
The answer: CDS has ample experience and the partnerships
needed to make your vision a reality.
We truly offer “Customized Distribution Services,” even to the
extent of helping you with site planning and selection, designing
a facility to meet your industrial requirements and logistics needs,
and acting as your master contractor for all construction-related
activities. And once your site is ready for your products, we will
manage your distribution as if the site were one of our own!
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CDS Sustainability in Focus
At CDS, sustainability is part and parcel of our ethical and responsible approach to
doing business. We live our values through:
» Our program for measuring and reducing your carbon footprint.
» Our commitment to reducing, reusing, and recycling materials whenever possible.
» Our involvement in a variety of community initiatives.
CDS works to support sustainability in our own operations and to help you meet—
or exceed—your environmental and business goals.
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No surprises with CDS
At CDS, our contract terms are clear in
outlining services and associated costs.
We offer different types of contractual
relationships depending on your needs.
A long-term contractual relationship offers
the benefit of more thorough supply chain
integration, while a short-term relationship
provides the option of resolving more
immediate logistic issues in your organization.

Are you ready to bring your future into
focus with CDS? Contact us today!

CUSTOMIZED
DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES

20 Harry Shupe Boulevard, Wharton, New Jersey 07885
(877) CDS-9050 (237-9050) | F (973) 366-2769 | info@cdslogistics.com
www.cdslogistics.com

